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Response to Reviewers’ comments

Dear Dr. Esther Fagelson,
Thanks for your careful consideration of our manuscript. We appreciate your response and positive feedback. Under the premise of your hard work on our manuscript, our article is getting better and better. We really appreciate your hard work. The paper has been reviewed and the overlapping problem of the whole paper has been carefully revised.

We hope that the revised paper suitable for the publication of BMC Endocrine Disorders, and we look forward to contributing to your journal. Please do not hesitate to contact us if there are other questions or concerns in the manuscript.

Best regards,

Guoping Zheng

Department of biochemistry and molecular biology,
Shanxi Medical University,
No.56, Xinjian South Road, Taiyuan, Shanxi, 030001, P.R.China
Telephone: 86-0351-4135670
E-mail: zhengguoping2@126.com

Centre for Transplantation and Renal Research,
University of Sydney at Westmead Millennium Institute,
Sydney, NSW 2145 Australia